
KRG spader

For the really heavy tilling jobs: Farmax KRG.
The KRG is Farmax’s strongest spader, specially 
designed for depths of up to 47.24 inches (120 cm).

Thanks to the special blades the KRG produces an even tilth. The 

Farmax KRG has operating widths of 98.43” (250 cm) and 110.24” 

(280 cm), and is equipped as standard with two adjustable guide 

shoes for depth.

Multifunctional tyre roller
The KRG is supplied as standard with a roller consisting of four 

tyres. This tyre roller ensures that the soil is pressed properly after 

rotavation to restore the groundwater system and ensure that 

excess rainwater drains away quickly. This prevents the soil drying 

out.

A spader for heavy tilling
Specially designed for depths 
of up to 47.24 inches (120 cm).
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Technical Data

type operating width max.
operating depth

standard
weight

required power
kW/HP

number
of spades

KRG 250 98.43” - 250 cm 47.24” - 120 cm 11,243 Lbs - 5.100 kg 140/190 24

KRG 280 110.24” - 280 cm 47.24” - 120 cm 11,541 Lbs - 5.235 kg 177/240 24

Thanks to the tyre roller, the machine is easy to transport. This 

reduces the load on the tractor, both on and off the road. The roller 

also ensures that the machine continues to work at a constant 

depth. The KRG is unique as a drawn spader.

Drive to main axle (rotor): double sprocket wheel transmission 

in an oil sump, driven by a heavy-duty transmission case with 

differential.

Capacity: Up to 0,74 acres (0.3 hectare) per hour in optimum 

conditions

Power take-off revs: 1000 r.p.m.

Advantages
• tills soil to depth of up to 47.24 inches (120 cm)

• special spader blades make for even tilth

• low maintenance and very user-friendly

• tyre roller ensures consistent rotavation depth and better 

groundwater management, and makes for easy transport

KRG spader

Specially designed spader blades Option: Oil cooler to cool oil 
in transmission case

Tyre roller ensures better 
groundwater management

Extra-heavy drive chain
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